Development of Traffic Accident Scenarios Database
for Autonomous Driving Accidents
Team : Let’s go go DS !!!
Overview

Use of Scenario Database (4-E) Head-on collision

Currently, autonomous driving technology is advancing, and as a result, it is
predicted that diﬀerent type of accidents from the conven�onal manual driving will
occur. Therefore, by developing a database that can be used to create scenarios
eﬃciently using the scenario func�on of UC-win Road, assuming traﬃc accidents
during autonomous driving based on accident types and SIP1) . With this database,
it will be possible to examine the accident risks of autonomous driving using a
driving simulator, and contribute to the preven�on of accidents during autonomous
driving that are expected to occur from the viewpoint of "people, roads, and
vehicles”. 1)Strategic Innova�on Promo�on Program

By crea�ng a scenario database, it is easy to create various accident pa�erns based
on it.
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In accident No.4-E case, the database has reduced work eﬃciency by 62.1%.
In addi�on, the database created can cover about 17.4% of target number of
deaths. In the future, we plan to increase the number of databases and increase
the coverage of the database.
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• Exis�ng accidents were analyzed, and accident pa�erns with a large number of
fatali�es were extracted.
• A scene of an exis�ng accident was created in UC-win/Road.
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Scenario:4-E
Head-on collision
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A database of accident scenes for autonomous driving car was constructed from
exis�ng accident scenes and the true causes of remaining accidents.
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